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CONFIRMATORY SURVEY PLAN 
FOR ROOMS 2007,2120,2120A, 2124, AND 2124A I N  BUILDING 1 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY CAMPUS 
BOULDER, COLORADO 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST is a federal agency that promotes 

innovation and industrial coinpetiveness by advancing measurement science, standards, and 

technology in ways that enhance economic security and improves our quality of life. NIST is a 

non-regulatoi-y agency of the U.S. Department of Commerce. With a staff of 350 scientist, 

engineers, technicians, and support personnel, and an average of 300 visiting researchers, students 

and contractors annually, the NIST Boulder Laboratoiies conducts research in a wide range of 

chernical, physical, materials, and information sciences and engineeiing. 

NIST Boulder Laboratories occupies an %-hectare (ha) campus at the foot of the Colorado Front 

Range. The NIST campus (Figure 1) shares offices and laboratories with hvo other Department of 

Coimnerce agencies: the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOM) and the 

National Telecoimnunications and Information Administration (NTIA). 

PLUTONIUM INCIDENT HISTORY 

O n  June 9,2008, a vial containing 0.25 grams (9) of inked plutonium (Pu) isotopes ruptured 

resulting in the containination of several laboratories, a bathroom, a hallway, an office, a sink and 

associated drain lines, the hood vendation spstein leadmg to the roof, and various laboratoiy 

equipment/furniture in Bddrng  1 (Figure 2). The spdl impacted areas include: Rooms 2124,21244, 

2120,2120A (Figure 3), the liallway, a bathrooin, the researcher office in Room 2007 (Figure 4), the 

roof (Figure 5), and the soil within the excavation of the drain line in Rooin 2124 (Figure 6). 

NIST contracted with EnergySohtioiis, LLC (ESL) to perform the ralological cleanup activities 

within B d l n g  1. ESL was tasked with stabhzing the contaminated areas, recovering and returning 

the source material to the U.S Department of Energy (DOE), decontaininating the affected areas, 

providmg radrological data indrcating that the impacted areas met release criteria, and the packaging 
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and shpping of contaminated mateiials for waste dlsposal. ESL \vas responsible for the cleanup of 

Rooms 2007,2120,2120A,2124,212411 and the roof (ESL 2009). 

Radloactive waste was stored withn a 20-foot (ft) long intermodal container which was located 

within a secured fenced area (Figure 2). ESL also had two addltiond intermodal containers that 

were used for temporai-y storage of iteins from the work areas that had been cleared for unrestiicted 

release. These items were removed from the work areas to allow more room for decontamination 

activities and to prevent cross containination. 

The ESL staging area for the decontainiiiation activities for entry into Room 2120 included 

Room 2109 (which seimi!d as the ESL personnel office) and the full width of the hallway between 

the doors to Rooms 2123 and 2121 (Figure 2). This portion of the hallway was temporarily 

demarcated and closed off to pedestrian traffic during the early stages of the decontainination 

activities. The hallway was reopened to pedestrian traffic after initial decontamination efforts in 

Room 2120 were completed. 

The maximum contamination surface activity level was detected in Room 2124 during a suivey that 

was performed bp DOE personnel. The surface activity was greater than 500,000 disintegrations per 

minute per 100 square centimeters (dpm/100 cm‘). DOE treated the remaining laboratories and 

Room 2007 as potentially contaminated. 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatoi-y Commission’s (NRC’s) Headquarters and Region IV Offices have 

requested that the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) perform confirmatoiy 

suiveys of the contaminated areas witlin B d d n g  1 at the NIST Campus in Boulder, Colorado. 

The suiveys inay be coincident With the licensee’s suiveys and soil sampling and may include the 

obseivation of the licensee’s final status sui-vey (FSS) protocols. The NRC has also tasked ORISE 

with performing h t e d  radiological suiveys of outdoor areas, including the roof of the facility and 

the temporal7 waste storage area where radiological waste from the impacted areas was stored. 

CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN 

The radonuclides of concern (ROCs) for the NIST incident are well lmown since the contamination 

was from a standard radioactive source with an established radlonuclide dlstribution and decay mode 

(Table 1). ESL has decided to use O ~ J J  those radonuclides that contribute greater than 1% or more 
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to the deiived concentration guideline level (DCGL) in die FSS DCGL calculations. Therefore, all 

uranium cu) isotopes and neptunium-237 (Np-237) are excluded from tlie final FSS DCGL 

calculations. Since Pu-241 is a low energy beta emitter that is dfficult to detect wit11 l r e c t  beta 

surface activity measurements, ESL decided that they would only perform alpha l r e c t  surface 

activity measurements during tlie FSS activities. 

Radionuclide 

Y e s  II 
I 2.15E+04 I 47.76% I Beta I Y e s  II 
I 3.28E-01 I 0.00% I Alpha I Y e s  /I 
I 5.15E-02 I 0.00% I Alpha I No /I 
I 5.S5E-04 I 0.00% I Alpha I No /I 
I 5.40E-03 I 0.00% I Alpha I No II 

SData provided by ESL (ESL 2009) 

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

\Vork desciibed in this suivey plan d be performed under tlie lrectioii of Eric Abelquist, Vice 

President and Program Director; Tiin Vitkus, Suivey Projects Manager; and Wade Adains, Project 

Leader, with ORISE. The cognizant site supeivisor has the authority to inalie appropriate changes 

to the sui-vey procedures as deeined necessaiy. After consultation with tlie NRC site representative, 

the scope of the sui-vey inay be altered based on findings as the suivey progresses, and adhtional 

information provided by the NRC and/or licensee. 
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PROJECT HEALTH AND SAFETY 

ORISE 

trxining. Activities performed by ORISE d be conducted under the site’s overall health and safety 

plan. Personnel worlilng on the project wtll be informed of known or potential hazards to 

effectively apply required safety precautions. ORISE and designated site personnel x d  walk down 

the project areas prior to initiating suiveys to evaluate any additional potential health and safety 

issues. The walk down d l  provide inforination to determine if the hazards present are currently 

addressed by ORISE’s Job Hazard Analysis (JIU) contained in the Suivey Procedures Manual 

(ORISE 2008a). Hazards identified that are not addressed by an existing JHA, wdl require the 

preparation of an applicable JHA in accordance with the ORISE integrated safety management 

system. 

adhere to all applicable regulatoi-y requirements and participate in required site-specific 

CONFIRMATORY SURVEY OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the confirinatoiy survey is to generate independent ralological data for use by the 

NRC in evaluating the adequacy and accuracy of the licensee’s FSS results. Data collected by 

ORISE and the licensee will be reviewed to assess whether the data quahty is sufficient for 

comparison to the NRC approved site-specific DCGLs. The objective of the document review of 

the licensee’s proposed final status suivey plan (FSSP) is to evaluate the technical processes and 

radiological survey techniques that d be used to identifj ralological contarnination withn the 

impacted areas. 

DOCUMENT REVIEW 

ORISE wdl review and evaluate the licensee’s final ralological suivep data and the FSSP for 

adequacy and appropriateness, considering the data quality objectives (DQOs) established in those 

documents. 

FIELD SAMPLING AND MEASUREMENT PLAN 

To expelte the survey process, ORISE vdl coordinate and work with the NRC site representative 

as the licensee plans and implements their survey activities. Ths will assure ORISE inay complete 
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confirmatoiy suiveys at such time as the licensee determines the probabhty of satisfiring final status 

sumey (FSS) DQOs is hgh.  

SURVEY UNIT CLASSIFICATION 

The MARSSIM FSS process relies upon the use of characteiization suiwys and site list0137 to divide 

the site into properly classified suivey units @us) of appropriate physical area. Modifications to the 

SU classification can be made based on new suivey findings or information. SUs are hnited in size 

based on their classification, exposure pathway modeling assumptions and site-specific conltions. 

Under IMARSSIM, the level of survey effort required for a given SU is deterinined by the potential 

for residual contamination as inlcated by the classification. SUs with a ligher classification \d 
receive a ligher degree of suivey effort. The reinedation contractor is using the following 

MARS SIM classifications: 

Non-impacted: Areas that have no reasonable potential for residual containination from site 

operations. 

Impacted Areas: Areas that may contain residual contamination from licensed operations. 

Impacted areas include Class 1 ,2 ,  and 3 areas. 

Class 1: Areas with the ligliest probabhty of contamination; with potential for 

containing concentrations of residual radoactivity that exceed the DCGLs. 

. Class 2: Areas with low potential for containing concentrations of residual raloactivity 

that exceed the DCGLs. 

Class 3: Areas with little or no potential for containing concentrations of residual 

radioactivity that exceed the DCGLs. 

ESL classified the impacted areas as either Class 1 or Class 2 SUs. The following table provides the 

ESL classifications for each area that received FSSs. 
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11 Room 2124 Floor I 89 I 1 
Room 21 24 LValls 197 1 
Room 2124 Cehn9- 89 1 
Room 2124A Floor 37 1 
Room 2124A Walls 8c Cehng 115 2 
Room 2120 Floor 58 1 
Room 2120 Walls 8c Cellin9- 222 1 
Room 2120A Floor 28 1 

Room 2120A Walls & C e h g  93 2 

Rooin 2007 7vVLalls & C e h g  60 2 
Room 2007 Floor 18 1 

Roof Area 392 2 
2 
2 

b Room 2124 Excavation ___ 
Excavation Outside Room 2124 ___ 

%Information provided by ESL. 
"Escavation size not provided. 

PROCEDURES 

ORISE personnel dl visit the NISI' site to perform visual inspections and independent 

measurements and sampling. ORISE sui-vey activities d be conducted in accordance with the 

ORISE Suivey Procedures and the O M U  Quality Program Manuals (ORISE 2008 and 

ORAU 2007). Deviations to this suivey plan or procedures d be documented in the site logbooli. 

REFERENCE SYSTEM 

Measurements and sampling locations wdl be referenced to the existing NIST/ESL grid system or 

rooin/area landinarlis. 

STRUCTURAL SURFACE SCANS 

Surface scans for alpha and gamma radiation wll be conducted on up to 50% of accessible floor, 

lower wall (up to 2 meters) and counter/hood surfaces w i h n  the impacted areas. Professional 
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judgment ~vil l  be used to select upper surfaces for scanning. Particular attention x d  be given to 

cracks and fissures in the surfaces being scanned and other places where inaterial may have 

accumulated during the incident (e.g., walkways, drain lines, vdl/floor interfaces, roof, remaining 

equipment surfaces, etc.) as well as other judgmentally selected locations based on site obseivations. 

Surface scans d be perfoimed using gas proportional, zinc sulfide (ZnS) scinallation, sodtuin 

iodide (NaI) scintillation and/or a Field Instrument for the Detection of Low-Energy Radtation 

(FIDLER) detectors coupled to a ratemeters or ratemeter-scalers with audtble indtcators. Locations 

of elevated l r e c t  radiation, suggesting the presence of residual contamination, d be marked and 

identified for judgnental measurements. At the discretion of the NRC site representative, 

inaccessible surfaces, drains and ductwork may also be included witlun the scope of the 

confirinatoiy sui-veys. 

ROOF SCANS 

Surface scans for gaimna (and/or alpha if applicable) radtation d l  be conducted on up to 50% of 

accessible roof surfaces witlin the impacted areas; concentrating on tlie hood exhausts from the 

impacted rooms. Surface scans vdl be perfoimed using FIDLER (and/or gas proportional) 

detectors coupled to a ratemeters or ratemeter-scalers with audtble indicators. Locations of elevated 

dmct  radtation, suggesting tlie presence of residual contamination, \v11l be inarked and identified for 

judgmental ineasureinents. 

SOIL SCANS 

Surface scans for gamna (and/or alpha if applicable) radtation d be conducted on up to 50% of 

accessible soil surfaces within tlie impacted areas. Surface scans d be performed using FIDLER 

(and/or gas proportional) detectors coupled to a ratemeters or ratemeter-scalers with audtble 

indtcators. Locations of elevated direct radiation, suggesting the presence of residual contamination, 

d be inarked and identified for judgmental ineasureinents. 

SURFACE ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

Static direct measurements xvill be made to quantify total alpha activity levels. Construction 

mateiial-specific or radon bdd-up  background measurements d be determined, if necessai-p, 
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within designated background reference area rooms. Direct measurements x d  be performed at 

approximately ten random locations per suivey unit using gas proportional and/or ZnS scinullation 

detectors coupled to ratemeter-scalers. These measurements, after correcting for material/radon 

backgrounds, x d  be used to estimate the mean residual activity levels in each laboratory. 

Judgmental measurements d also be collected at anj7 locations of elevated direct radiation detected 

during scanning. Adhtional measurements will be collected around judgnental locations in order to 

provide a means for estimating the average activity level in the contiguous area. 

Smears may be collected and used as an investigative tool to determine if further investigations are 

required and not for determining compliance with release criteria. The data x d  be collected to 

determine if containination is removable and/or to evaluate radon concentmtions on the measured 

surfaces. 

SOIL SAMPLING 

ORISE plans to collect a minimum of five random surface (0 to 15 cin) soil samples from the 

exposed soil surfaces if excavated soil surfaces are accessible during confirmatoi-y suiveys. Samples 

may also be collected below the initial 15 cm depth should field investigations indcate the potential 

for subsurface contamination. It is possible that some excavations may be covered with clean fill 

prior to ORISE gaining access, thus precludmg direct confirmatoiy suiveys. In tliese cases, ORISE 

may review licensee scan and analytical data for volumetric sampling. ORISE may also request 

ESL-collected split soil samples, if wadable. The final number of soil samples collected wdl depend 

upon suivey findmgs and d be based on the results of surface scans. 

MISCELLANEOUS NIATERIAL SAMPLING 

At the hscretion of the NRC site representative, samples of miscellaneous material such as concrete, 

selment,  and other residues may be collected from judgmental locations that are not accessible for 

l r e c t  sumey or from locations of elevated drect alpha or gainma radiation detected by surface 

scans. 
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LIMITED RADIOLOGICAL SURVEYS 

At the discretion of the NRC site representative, ORISE d l  perform h t e d  ralological suirveys of 

areas that are not part of the ESL FSSP. These areas may include a bathroom, the hallway, 

Room 2109 and areas in the vicinity of the intei-modals. 

SAMPLE ANALYSIS AND DATA INTERPRETATION 

Samples and data wll be returned to the ORISE/IEAV laboratoi-y in Oak fidge, Tennessee for 

analysis and interpretation. Sample analyses \d be performed in accordance with the IEAV 

Laboratoiy Procedures Manual (ORISE 2009). Soil samples d be analyzed by gainma 

spectroscopy and for isotopic plutonium by alpha spectroscopy and results reported in units of 

picocuries per grain @Ci/g). The primai2? radionuclides of concern are provided in Table 1; 

however, spectra also d be reviewed for other gamma-emitting ralonuclides. If applicable based 

on confEmatoiy survey results, di-y smears may be analyzed using a low-background proportional 

counter. Smear data and l r e c t  ineaswement data be converted to units of lsintegrations per 

minute per 100 square centimeters (dpm/l00 cin‘). 

The data generated d be compared with the licensee’s radological sampling results and the 

applicable NRC approved site-specific DCGLs for the site-specific containinants of concern. 

Results will be presented in a draft report and provided to the NRC for review and comment. Data 

and samples collected as part of tlis sumey s d  be archived by ORISE until the completion of the 

project at wlich time they d be returned to the site for lsposal. 

SITE RELEASE CRITERIA 

The primaiy containinants of concern for the NIST impacted areas are alpha emitters and a low- 

energjr garmna emitter resulting from the rupture of the Pu source (Refer to Table 1). ESL has 

developed site-specific DCGLs based on dose modeling not to exceed 25 inrem/year total effective 

dose equivalent (TEDE) as presented in 10 CFR 20 (ESL 2009). ESL used the “Building 

Occupancy Scenario” and the “Residential Occupancy Scenaiio” in version 2.1.0 of the NRC 

DandD code in deriving the DCGLs for structural and soil surfaces, respectively (ESL 2009). With 

the exception of changing the resuspension factor (RF) for the “Butllng Occupancy Scenario” for 

structural surfaces, ESL used the default values. The ESL site-specific DCGLs for structural 
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surfaces and surface soils are provided in Table 3. ESL also determined gross activity DCGLs for 

structural and soil surfaces based on activity and/or surrogate ratios. 

gData m table provlded by ESL (ESL 2009). 
“Gross acuvlty for structural and sod surfaces calculated by ESL. 

SCHEDULE 

The following activities are planned to be conducted in accordance with the following schedule: . Field Measureinents April 14 through 16,2009 

Sample Analysis April 2009 

Draft Report Within three weelis of sample analysis 

The final report will be issued within 15 days of the receipt of the NRC coimnents on the draft 

rep ort. 
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Figure provided by ESL. 

Figure 1: NIST Boulder Colorado Campus Building 1 Area 
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Figure provide by ESL. 

Figure 2: Plot Plan of Building 1 Indicating Impacted Rooms and the Storage and Waste Areas 
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Figure provided by ESL. 

Figure 3: NIST Building 1 Impacted Rooms 
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Figure provided by ESL. 

Figure 4: NIST Building 1, Room 2007 
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Figure provided by ESL. 

Figure 6: Impacted Area Soil Excavation 
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